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STAFF 051509Z DIRECTOR 234178
TO: FLASH MEXICO CITY.

WINTEL RYBAT

REF: DIRECTOR 234095*

AT MEETING THIS MORNING WITH HSCA CHIEF COUNSEL BLAKEY, DCCI CARLUCCI DID NOT AGREE TO PROVIDE DIRECT RPT DIRECT ACCESS TO RAMON JOSEPH ALVAREZ DURANT. ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF QUESTIONING ALVAREZ NOT ACCEPTED AT THIS TIME BY BLAKEY, WHO REQUESTS THAT CORNWELL BE INFORMED. BLAKEY ASKS THAT CORNWELL BE ADVISED THAT THEY CAN CONSIDER MATTER FURTHER ON HIS RETURN TO WASHINGTON.

E2 IMPDET.>

ORIG: C/LA/STB (STURBITTS); AUTH: C/LA/MGSB (HAWKINS);
COORD: DCC (BRECKINRIDGE); C/PCS (PAGE);
SA/DDCI (SMITH); C/LA/STB(SSTARBITTS)
REL: D C/LA/N (DESMOND); C/O 9560.

*STATION SHOULD BE IN POSITION LOCATE RAMON JOSEPH ALVAREZ DURANT ON SHORT NOTICE IN EVENT DECISION MADE TO MAKE HIM AVAILABLE TO HSCA.
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